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ABSTRACT

The road traffic is one of several sources of emissions to the atmosphere. The negative effects

from airborne pollutants raise from the summarised effect from all possible sources. Which

effects, and where they may occur, depends not only on the amount of pollutants, but also on

their chemical composition, the climate, and several other factors. The knowledge of which

sources that cause most harm in different regions is important in order to get the best

efficiency of investments in the reduction of emissions. GIS is an important tool in achieving

this knowledge. Using GIS to calculate the overall concentration of pollutants, the work

naturally falls into two parts First we must calculate the total emissions in different areas and

secondly, with the use of e.g. climate models, we calculate the dispersion of these pollutants.

In order to do this data must be available for the different sources and on the climate pattern.

In contrary to other sources, vehicles are not stationary making it necessary to model the

traffic pattern in the monitored area and its surroundings. As an example, a model for NOX-

emissions in Sweden will be discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

GIS has become an important tool in the work for a cleaner environment both in cities and in

rural areas. It is useful both for monitoring and actual emission reducing work. GIS has also

become an important tool for making efficient presentations of geographical data. The use of

GIS to help reduce the effects of traffic emissions is very suitable. This is because the vehicles

are so many and widely spread of large areas. Combined with other technology and computer

software such as GPS (Global Positioning System) shorter driving distances and smoother

driving can be achieved which reduce the emissions from road traffic.

The environmental work involves many scientific disciplines: biology, chemistry, economics,

medicine, geography, meteorology, engineering and many more. In this paper some of the

chemical, medical and geographical aspects on traffic emissions are described. As all

examples in this paper are from Sweden a small summary on this country is given.

1.1 A brief introduction to Sweden

Sweden is situated in the north of Europe. In the summer the northern parts have midnight sun

but even the far south stays fairly light throughout the night. The summers that people



remember are warm (around 25°C), dry with a bright blue sky. A weather observer would

probably describe the Swedish summer as a mixture of sunny days with some rain in between.

The summer is followed by, a usually rainy, autumn. The

night gets darker and so does the afternoon. The owers fade

and the trees lose their leaves. In the mid winter the northern

parts of the country have a combined dusk and dawn around

noon while the southern parts will experience sunset around

three pm. Fortunately the darkest parts are also the coldest

and snowiest. It takes experience to realise how much

brightness snow can add to a dark night.

As the days get longer spring comes closer. The snow that

has covered most of the country melts making brooks and

river to grow. The spring comes to the southernmost parts in

March and to the hilly north in the middle of May or even

June. (A couple of ski resorts can offer skiing in the midnight sun!) The plants wake up for

another season and the summer starts.

 
For being a European country, Sweden is very sparsely populated with its 8,6 million

inhabitants. The capital, Stockholm, has less than 2 million inhabitants, suburbs included.

Traffic jams do occur in the larger cities at peak hours. Short distances of the motorways may

also be crowded at times. In comparison with Barcelona in Spain or some of the more densely

populated parts of Germany the traffic jams seen in Sweden are very small.

The reason for reducing traffic are mainly environmental factors. The most important is the air

quality in the cities. From very high levels in the seventies, the situation is now well

acceptable in most cities. This is very much due to the cleaning of industries and power and

heating plants. The catalytic converter was introduced in the mid eighties and has improved

the situation further. The effect is not as great as expected since the amount of traffic has

grown steadily.

The forest industry is of main importance. Forests cover more than 3/4 of the country. The

grounds and soils are in general very sensitive to acid rain. A lot of research has been done on

this subject. In the beginning of the environmental work, chimneys on factories and power

plants were cleaned mainly with respect to ash. This made the growing acidification problem

grow from bad to worse. Coniferous trees lost a lot of needles. When the snow melted in the

spring many lakes became so acidic, the fish were unable to reproduce. The ash, being a basic

component, had neutralised the much smaller acidic droplets. With the ash taken away, the

rain was more acidic than ever. Today both ash and acidic components are cleaned to a great

extent. The situation in the forests and lakes is now a lot better but a lot more has to be done.

2 AIR POLLUTION AND ROAD TRAFFIC

The air pollution problem vary from one country to another. In this paper we will concentrate

on the situation in one European country, namely Sweden. As the knowledge of air pollutants

and their negative effects is a very important in all emission reducing work a summary on this

topic is given here.



2.1 A short introduction to air pollutants

There are several sources to air pollutants. In this paper we focus on road traffic as a source

for air pollutants. We will also mention other sources since they are important for the overall

effect from air pollutants. Road traffic differ from other main sources because there are so
many, widespread and moving sources.
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Figure 2.A Air pollutants take manyforms and are found not only in the air. Many

pollutants are "washed out by rain and snow. This is case with nitric and sulphuric

acids whichform acid rain.

2.1.1 The chemical aspects of air pollutants

Apart from combustion processes several industrial processes give rise to air pollutants. Here,

we will only discuss the compounds involved in combustion processes. The main sources are

power plants, industrial processes, traffic emissions, the burning of oil, coal and wood for

heating and cooking in private homes. The more important harmful compounds that result

from combustion processes are listed below.

Carbon dioxide (C02)

The ideal burning process converts the fuel to water steam and carbon dioxide. Not only is

carbon dioxide one of the most important prerequisites for life, it also plays an important role

for the global climate. Carbon dioxide is expected to be responsible for about half of the

increase of the greenhouse gases. Since carbon dioxide is recycled naturally when wood or

other kinds of plant material is burnt it is only the use of fossil fuels that adds to the natural

carbon dioxide content in the atmosphere. Due to the large quantities produced, carbon

dioxide cannot be removed by cleaning.

Carbon monoxide (CO)

Carbon monoxide is produced in combustion processes when there is not enough oxygen

present. In practise this is, to some extent, always the case. The catalytic converter, however

removes practically all of the carbon monoxide from the exhaust gases.

Carbon monoxide is a threat to humans as the oxygen uptake in the blood is made more

difficult by the presence of carbon monoxide. The short term effects of moderate exposure are

impairment of the judgement, headache, dizziness etc.



Sulphur dioxide (S02)

Sulphur dioxide quickly forms sulphurous acid which later may form sulphuric acid. Because

of its water solubility, sulphur dioxide is largely removed in the upper respiratory tract where

it acts as an severe irritant. Together with nitric acid, sulphuric acid forms acid rain. Acid rain

is harmful to nature as well as to many kind of building materials.

Nitrogen oxides (N0x)

The two nitrogen oxides being most abundant in exhaust gases are nitrogen oxide and

nitrogen dioxide. The latter is more stable but also more toxic. Nitrogen oxide reacts with

ozone to form nitrogen dioxide. Nitrogen dioxide causes severe irritation of the innermost

parts of the lung.

In a moist atmosphere nitrogen dioxide forms nitric acid. As with sulphuric acid, nitric acid is

attracted to water and reaches the ground as acid rain.

Hydrocarbons

Hydrocarbons are, to some extent, the result of incompletely combusted fuel. This is a very

large group of compounds with various effects. A lot of the hydrocarbons play an important

role in the formation of ozone. Many of the hydrocarbons are carcinogenic. They also have

more acute effects similar to those mentioned above.

Particles

Like with hydrocarbons, a whole range of components are addressed as particles. The most

obvious effect of particles is reduced visibility. This is why the city sky is not so clear when it

is bright seen from the countryside. Particles also make buildings and sculptures dirty and in

the longer run, together with the mentioned acids, destroy their surface. Being so varying in

size, particles can cause damage in the whole respiratory system. As the lungs get rid of the

particles they reach the stomach tract.
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Figure 2.B The emissions from combustion engines are troublesome to the respiratory

system and the circulation of the blood.



Ozone (03)

Nitrogen dioxide dissociates to nitrogen oxide and ozone. Many of the hydrocarbons also take

part in generating ozone at "ground level". It is important to notice that ozone at ground level

is a threat to human beings as well as to the nature whereas the ozone layer in the upper

atmosphere is essential. Ozone irritates the eyes, upper respiratory system and lungs. It also

causes headache.

Metals

"Low quality" fuels may contain rather high concentrations of several metals. Leaded petrol is

still in use in many countries. Lead inhibits the synthesis of haemoglobin making the oxygen

uptake more difficult. It also adversely affects the nervous system and the kidneys.

Photochemical smog

Photochemical smog has become a wellknown problem in many urban areas. It takes three

components to form smog: ultraviolet light, hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides. As far north

as Sweden the ultraviolet light is too weak for the formation of photochemical smog. It is not

necessary to go much further south to find the smog problem though. Photochemical smog is

very irritating to the eyes and respiratory system. It also causes reduced visibility.

2.1.2 Dispersion The geographical aspect of air pollutants

The dispersion of the pollutants vary from one substance to the other. We can divide the

effects into four groups depending on the time the pollutants have spent in the atmosphere.

0 Local effects: The time spent in the air by the pollutants is less than an hour. The source of

the pollutants is fairly close. The concentration of the pollutants is high, making the effects

worse. The effects are mainly caused by particles, metals, hydrocarbons, sulphur dioxide

and nitrogen oxides

. Regional effects: The pollutants are up to a few hours away from the source. The effects

are to a great extent due to that the pollutants have changed their chemical form. The

concentration is moderate to the dilution in the air. The most important compounds are

photochemical oxidants, sulphuric and nitric acids.

0 National effects: These effects are very similar to the regional effects but the transport

time may last several days. "Imports of pollutants from other countries are also counted

for as national effects.

. Global effects: The global effects are the greenhouse effect and the ozone layer

destruction. Carbon dioxide is of major concern for the green house effect, freons and

nitrous oxide for the depletion of the ozone layer.

2.2 The transport sector

The best results of cleaning air pollutants are achieved when measures are taken against the

greatest sources. The economic aspect is important so that large sources that can be cleaned at

a low cost should be done first. Which source is the largest depends to a great extant on the

geographical aspect. That is, one must know in advance, is it a local, regional or even national

problem we are trying to solve. The transport sector is an important source at all levels.



At the local level, the transport sector can be important for all compounds considered in figure

2.c, with an exception for C02 which is important only on the global level.
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Figure 2. C The transport sector compared with the total emissions in Sweden (national

level). NMVOC is hazardous hydrocarbons exceptfor methane.

3 METHODS TO REDUCE THE NEGATIVE EFFECTS FROM ROAD

TRAFFIC

3.1 Cleaner engines

Apart from the catalytic converter quite a progress has been made on the catalytic converter.

None of it has been as dramatic as the catalytic converter though. The catalytic converter has

reduced the hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide with more than 95%, and the nitrogen oxides

with almost 90%. The reduction for diesel vehicles has been much smaller. For hydrocarbons

and carbon monoxide the emissions has remained largely unchanged. The nitrogen oxides

have been reduced with around 20%.

Another important change that has taken place is that the fuel consumption is much lower

today than 20 years ago. In Sweden, this effect has been reduced by the fact that people today

tend to prefer larger vehicles for safety reasons. The larger the vehicle, the larger the fuel

consumption. Other improvements on the vehicle such as the "cruise controller" may also

reduce the emissions due to smoother driving.

3.2 Alternative fuels

High quality fuels with low sulphur and metal contents are being developed. As far as carbon

monoxide and nitrogen oxides are concerned these are to a great extent a result of the

combustion process and can not be greatly improved by the choice of fuel.

A range of non-petroleum based fuels have been developed. Many of these require new

vehicles or a major rebuilding of the old vehicle. Some of these fuels, however, can be mixed

with conventional fuel and than used in ordinary vehicles. This is for example the case with

"motor alcohols". One of the reasons for developing fuels such as the motor alcohol or oil



plant fuel is to cut down the use of fossil fuels which are suspected to cause a greenhouse

effect. The main purpose of these fuels may then not be to solve local problems in the cities.

Developed for city use are primarily the electric car and the hydrogen fuelled car. The electric

car is to some extent in use whereas the hydrogen fuelled vehicles all are experimental. The

feared problem with the hydrogen fuel is that it is very explosive. It is otherwise clean and

will only have water and some nitrogen oxides as exhaust gases.

The electric car is indeed very clean "on spot". It carries several batteries that will last around

a 100 km before recharging. The charging takes at least around an hour for a "quick charge".

The electric car must therefor be regarded as a short range vehicle. For private use in cities

this is no disadvantage. On the other hand, electricity is very noble energy and the overall

efficiency of the car may turn out very low. Also, a real sustainable development can only be

achieved if the source of the electricity is clean. Today, a lot of research is invested in lighter

and cleaner batteries which can replace the ordinary lead storage cell.

3.3 Shorter driving distances

We can divide the transports into two parts; transportation of persons and transportation of

goods. As far as persons are concerned, increased use of public transport may decrease the

amount of private cars on the streets. The use of may in this sentence is to indicate the

possibility of a growth of the overall traffic due to the better accessibility of streets and car

parks. Pay tolls can be used to reduce an increase of the overall traffic.

The demand for goods is usually not dependent on the traffic intensity. It is very difficult to

reduce the transported amount of goods. The driven distance can, however often be reduced

with positive side effects such as shorter delivering times and lower costs. This can be

achieved by better planned routes or loads. Many sophisticated route planning programs are

available today, both for city use and longer journeys. This type of software is originally

aimed for commercial transports but can be useful also for private use. The idea is to give the

information on departure and arrival destination along with information on which stops have

to be made during the journeys. Other kind of restrictions can also be given such as

"dangerous goods on board", the weight of the vehicle or its maximum height.

Load planning means that the lorry is filled up with goods, if necessary of different types, that

have the same final destination or can easily be dropped along the shortest trip. The advantage

of route planning compared to load planning is that route planning can be done by all types of

delivering vehicles whereas it is usually more difficult to make an efficient load planning. One

company may not have more than one or a few types of goods making load planning very

difficult or impossible as many other companies will have to be involved to get an efficient

load planning. The best results will often be obtained by a combination of load and route

planning.

3.4 Better traffic ows

A better traffic ow will result in significantly reduced emissions even if the amount of traffic

remain unchanged. Measurements of the emissions from vehicles in city traffic shows that the

emissions raise many times when the vehicle accelerates. A constant speed without several

stops for red light is very beneficial to lower the emissions. Better traffic flows can be

achieved in more than one way which does not necessarily have to affect the total amount of

traffic.



When most the emissions come from a limited number of streets the traffic lights can be

arranged as a so called "Green wave". This means that the change between red and green light

will follow the traffic rhythm on the largest street. That is, any vehicle on the bigger street

should only have to stop once at red lights. Given that the vehicle follow the recommended

speed he will find the following lights turn green for him. Usually a changeable recommended

speed will have to be shown as the speed limit may be to fast if the traffic flow is big. Systems

with "Green waves" have been used for more than ten years and are common in larger towns

and cities in Sweden. The best results have been achieved in cities with large through traffic

of lorries. The "Green wave" is now being developed to work with real time assignment.

Local traffic reports on the radio to help the drivers avoid queues and accident sites have also

been in use for a long time. Even these traffic messages are now being modernised. A

European standard for electronic traffic messages is under development. One of several ideas

is to make it possible for the drivers too choose which language they want the traffic messages

in.

Already in use is to equip the vehicle with a GPS (Global Positioning System) sender. Today

this is in use for lorries and emergency vehicles. Together with an automatic cellular phone

the position of the vehicle is sent to the office where the vehicle is shown on a computer map.

The office can then give traffic information or tips on alternative routes. In an urgent case the

vehicle closest at hand can change its route. If necessary , new routes and expected driving

times can be computed for the different vehicles. In this case the combined GIS GPS system

offers a unique possibility since it is almost impossible for the office to have real time

information of the position for these vehicles without the GIS GPS system.

4 THE USE OF GIS To PREVENT THE ENVIRONMENT

GIS is useful in many ways to protect the environment. It is of great importance to have good

maps and other related data. Our experience is that, very often, unreliable or lacking data is

the problem that takes the most time and money to solve when working with GIS. The reason

for this is likely to be the fact that GIS gives the opportunity to solve problems that could not

be solved before. As these problems have not been thoroughly worked through earlier a lot of

the data will not be available straight away. In this chapter we will mainly concentrate on

questions related to the data.

4.1 Environmental GIS data in Sweden

There are plenty of nation wide databases which can be used for environmental purposes. The

information is generally presented in layers. You present only those layers that you are

interested in. It is also possible to combine layers from different databases. This is an

important feature making it possible to show for example the population exposed to large

traffic flows in their neighbourhood. Here a number of Swedish data bases that are useful for

environmental purposes are listed. The most important variables are marked with dots, '.

GSD© Standard map, scale 1:250000

This is the digitalized version of the so called "Red map". It is very useful as a background to

other geographical information. There are several layers, all with typical map-information,

like towns, lakes, watercourses, nature reserves and different types of roads. Although it does

not have any information on altitudes or types of vegetation it will serve as a good

background. Towns, rivers, lakes and roads make it easy to recognise different places. There is



also possible to add textlines with citynames on the map. As it is possible to scale the map

further it is useful on the regional and national level. (figure 4.a)

Cities, towns and Villages with boundaries

Roads and railways in several different categories

Seas, lakes, rivers and watercourses

Coast line and islands

National parks and military areas

Fresh water supplies

power lines ( >130 kV).

. Cities and

towns

& Lakes

W National

roads

'" Other

mainroads

 
Figure 4.A The "Red map" of Östergötland, the authors homecounty. On this map cities,

towns, lakes, national roads and other mainroads were selected. The two largest cities

have fully 100 000 inhabitants each. The county is about 130 kilometres from north to

south.

GSD© Standard map, scale 1:50000

This is the digitalized version of the so called "Green map" which is very popular for

recreation use. This map contains all of the information in the Red map but also has a lot of

extra features (listed below). The map is of course useful as background on the local scale but

a lot of the information is also useful for research purposes.

0 Industrial areas, house buildings

Streets, buildings, churches, lighthouses etc.

Altitude contour

Country type and vegetation (forests, fields etc.)

Regions above the treeline and glaciers

Areas of national or local interest

Nature preserves, animal preservation areas, relics of antiquity.

GSD© Economic maps, scale 1:10000

The "Yellow map" digitalized. It's main feature is that it shows all real estate boundaries. Also

the real estates are numbered. Having a list of the numbers, it is easy to get a list of the



landowners. This is useful not only when building new or rebuilding old roads but also when

putting up measuring equipment etc. The map also shows other objects which must be

considered such as nature preserves, relics of antiquity etc.

0 Roads, streets, railways and power lines

0 Buildings and real estates, numbered

0 Areas of national or local interest such as nature preserves, national parks, relics of

antiquity

' Land use

Biogeochemical database

This database contains information on metal contents in the roots of plants and moss living in

water. The information is gathered in small brooks where the water gives a good indication of

the surrounding soil. It is in general a lot cheaper to analyse water rather than soil. Until a few

years ago a lot of the petrol was leaded. This gave higher lead concentrations nearby big

roads. The information is presented both as figures and maps (see figure 4b).

0 Arsenic, lead, gold, cadmium, cobalt, copper, chromium, mercury, molybdenum, nickel,

selenium, uranium, vanadium, tungsten and Zinc

Hydrogeological database

Information on groundwater supplies. This type of information is important when planning

routes for dangerous goods.

' Position, extension and to what extent it can be used as a source for fresh water

The Soil type database

Describes not only the extension of the soil types but also their different characteristics. This,

together with information on vegetation gives a very good indication on the specific

sensitivity to acidification.

. Geological and geotechnical ground information

. Mines

lO



 
Figure 4.B From the left: The division system for the GSD maps; An example of the

biogeochemical map; The hydrogeological map; The soil type map

Census ofpopulation and housing

This database is based on a nation Wide survey made every fifth year. All households fill in a

form with information on the residents and their home. The survey is complete to almost

100% which makes the information reliable. This type of information is very useful when

counting the number of persons exposed to air pollutants in cities.

0 Number of residents in ats and real estates

. Description of the type of house, number of ats, rooms etc.

. Sound isolation, type of heating etc.

The land register

This register contains information on all houses and real estate. This register does, for

example, contain the information on rateable value for all property. This is useful in

roadplanning to estimate the cost for buying the land for a planned road. Noise screens,

building type and distances between roads and buildings are useful to estimate the problem of

noise in peoples homes.

0 Buildings

. Land use

0 Distance to the road from a building

0 Noise screens

The Swedish road database

This database covers almost everything on almost every road. Indispensable in road planning.

For example, the road data base can be used when simulating the emissions from one or

several roads. The database makes it possible to count for extra emissions caused by cross-

roads, hills or low traffic ows.

ll



Road description in three dimensions, curvature, hills

Road technical data, traffic technical data, accessibility, temporary restrictions, speed limit

Bridge data: geographical position, technical description, max. load, damages

Traffic accidents: graphical position, type of accident, consequences, weather, state of the

road

0 Real time data: road temperature, possible slipperiness etc.

Route planning tools

This type of software gives the best route for a given vehicle between two points. Different

types of restrictions may also be given such as "dangerous goods", stops on the way, places or

roads that should be avoided. Route planning tools has become very popular with distribution

companies. Usually the program gives a written description as well as a map.

4.2 Calculations ofNOx in the air

The emissions of nitrogen oxides are of special interest for mainly two reasons. Nitrogen

oxides and their derivatives are quite harmful both to human beings and nature, Secondly, the

cleaning of nitrogen oxides is more difficult than of sulphur oxide and hydrocarbons. A study

of emissions of nitrogen oxides was made in Sweden during spring 1995. The purpose of this

work is to form a basis for the planning of measures against the nitrogen oxide problem.

In this work, as so often, the discrepancy between the data we wanted and the data we actually

could get was large. Several models had to be created to make up for data missing. Since this

very often is the case it will hopefully serve as a good example of the environmental use of

GIS anyway.

The project was funded by the Swedish Road Society and the Swedish Meteorological and

Hydrological institute (SMHI). The part that we focus on here, emissions from the road traffic,

was performed by The Swedish Road and Traffic Research institute (VTI).

4.2.1 The overall data need

To be able to do calculations within a GIS all data must be related to the same geographical

coordinates. In this project a wellknown grid for Sweden was used. It has 75x36 squares, each

20x20 km. A finer grid was used when the meteorological model was applied in the end. To

use the finer grid throughout the work was not quite useful as the emission data did not have

such a high dissolution as the meteorological data.

In order to calculate emissions and concentrations of nitrogen oxides the sources must be

known. These can be divided into

. Sources within Sweden

o Imports from sources outside Sweden

- Exports from Sweden to other countries (a negative source really)

The data on imports and exports has been measured by SMHI and the Swedish Institute for

Water and Air research (IVL). These measurements are quite delicate as they vary very much

with the weather (wind direction, moisture, rain and snow). The sources within Sweden can be

divided into

. Traffic; road and sea (the railway is electrified to a very large extent)

0 Power and heating plants

12



0 Industry

. Agriculture

0 Heating in private homes

Data on industry, power and heating plants are registered as they are being regularly checked

according to certain emissions. The heating of private homes could fairly easily be modelled

from information in the "Census of population and housing" mentioned in chapter 4.1. Data

on agriculture was modelled from data based on land use and measurements. The sea traffic

consist of very large, but not so many, flows and was therefore not so complicated to model.

The road traffic on the other hand consist of several large and small flows from different types

of vehicles. The road traffic model will now be described more in detail.

4.2.2 Data for road traffic

All available data that describe the traffic flows say very little on the type of vehicles used.

Therefore two models had to be created. One model describe the traffic flows on different

vehicle categories. A second of model describes the vehicles and their emissions. The vehicle

categories that we use are the following:

passenger cars, petrol and diesel

light lorries (<3,5 ton), petrol and diesel

buses, diesel

lorries (3,5 10 ton), diesel

lorries (10 16 ton), diesel

lorries heavier than 16 ton and lorries with trailer

foreign lorry, any size, with or without trailer.

To be able to calculate the emissions it is not enough to know the type of vehicle, it is also

important to know how it is driven. Average speed, number of breakings and accelerations per

time unit etc. This data varies with geographical position, time of the day and day of the week.

In order to be able to consider these aspects the journeys were divided into four groups: local

(defined below), Short regional (( 49 km), long regional (( 99 km), and interregional (at

least 100 km). These groups were chosen because an important part of the data material used

them. To be able to model the type of driving the local journeys had to be split into six groups

with respect to the distance and type of city:

 

 

   

Length of local Covered geographical area

journey [km]

(D ( 20 km Stockholm with suburbs

® ( 15 km Gothenburg with suburbs (Gothenburg is the second largest city)

© ( 7 km Towns with 25 000 250 000 inhabitants
© ( 5 km Towns with 5000 25 000 inhabitants
© ( 3 km Towns with less than 5000 inhabitants and the countryside in the south

of Sweden

© ( 3 km Towns with less than 5000 inhabitants and the countryside in the north

of Sweden
 

Passenger cars, light lorries and buses

The data for the passenger cars is based on a survey made in 1985. The data may seem rather

old but has been updated by population figures. The data in this material is presented in the
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groups mentioned above. The problem with this material is that it contains no information on

origins or destinations. Several models have been developed to get OD matrices (origin

destination) from these data.

There is an existing model for the interregional journeys that has been used. For the local and

regional journeys they have been assumed to be equally distributed over the current part of the

municipality. An exception for this rule had to be made for some regions where no road traffic

can exist. This regions were selected from the "Green map" so that all lakes and regions above

the treeline were omitted.

The journeys with light lorries have been calculated in exactly the same way. The bus

journeys have been calculated in a similar way but with the aid of the from The Swedish Bus
Organisation.

Lorries greater than 3,5 tan

Journeys done with these larger lorries are mapped out by a survey over Swedish lorries done

every second year. Information can be found on type of lorry, type of load, destination for

arrival and departure, distance and much more. For journeys shorter than 25 km only the

county is given.

The longer journeys presented no problem, an OD matrix was created for each type of lorry

(the distance was ignored). If any of the destinations were abroad that journey was ignored at

this stage. The shorter journeys had to be modelled. As most lorries are driven between or

within cities we simplified the problem by assuming that all short journeys were either

between or within cities. As mentioned earlier, Sweden is rather sparsely populated so the

next step was to check how many cities were closer to each other than 25 km. It was certainly

not many and after having checked the population of these, simplification number two could

be made. We assumed that all journeys shorter than 25 km are within cities. Than we assumed

that the amount of journeys within a town was proportional to its population. That is, we

summed the distances from the data material per lorry type and county. Than we assigned an

amount of kilometres to each town within a county so that the county total was correct.

Journeys abroad has been ignored so far. These are, however not few enough to be omitted.

The data material used so far gives the destination for passing the Swedish border and a

comment saying "abroad" but not the destination country. This present no problem as we are

only interested in the Swedish part. But, as mentioned, we have only the Swedish lorries. Data

on foreign lorries in Sweden were not available. What we do have is the foreign trade

statistics. It gives tons of different types of goods to and from the Swedish border and the

foreign country. Given that the amount for each commodity group had to be correct according

to the foreign trade statistics a new model was created. Traffic over the land border to Norway

and Finland were separated from the rest that are transported on "Roll On Roll Of " ships. It

was assumed that the foreign lorries were of equal types as the Swedish and that they made

the same journeys. There are no reasons to believe that this is the case, nor are there any

reasons to believe it is not. But those were the only data that were available.

4.2.3 Data on vehicles

The data on the vehicles come from a emission model developed by VTI. This model covers

all the different types of vehicles and the different types of city and countryside driving. The

figures are based on measured emissions during testcycles repeated on many vehicles.
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Figure 4.C The emissions of nitrogen oxides per kilometre for passenger cars. Notice

the e ect of the catalytic converter (CC). The petrol car without CC has higher

emissions on the countryside because of the higher speed.
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Figure 4.D The emissions of nitrogen oxides per kilometre for lorries of di erent sizes.

The scale on the left axis is ten times enlarged compared with the previous figure. The

emissionsfrom buses are higher in city trafic because of the frequent starts and stops.

As the emissions from cold engines are rather much higher than from hot ones, extra

emissions are added for every new journeys. For local journeys this will be a large part of the

emissions for that journey. As shown below a bus or large lorry emits about ten times as much

as a lorry without a catalytic converter and about a 100 times more than a lorry with catalytic

converter. There are many times more passenger cars than lorries so the contribution from the

passenger cars is far from neglectable.

4.2.4 Data on roads

The road data was all taken from the Swedish Road data base. For the interregional traffic

assignment calculations only mainroads were selected as the interregional traffic on the

smaller roads is negligible. The road data base also give information on hills etc. on the roads

allowing us to calculate for higher emissions on hills and roads with many curves.

The roads were assigned to the defined squares after the traffic assignment and the

calculations of the emissions.

4.2.5 Calculation procedure for traffic emissions

The following steps has been taken in order to calculate the emissions of nitrogen oxides:
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calculation of number of kilometres depending on the type of vehicle and type of traffic

0 traffic assignment for the interregional journeys

0 calculations of the emissions according to type of vehicle and traffic

. distribution of the emissions on the squares respectively

All these calculations were made with the software Arc Info. The data is presented with the

aid of Arc View.

 

    
Figure 4.E To the left: the mainroadS in Sweden. T0 the right: The NOx emissionsfrom

road tra ic.

4.2.6 The concentration of nitrogen oxides in Sweden

The calculations of the nitrogen concentrations were done by SMHI. At first all the national

sources were summed. Than a weather model was applied to calculate the dispersion of the
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Figure 4.F Calculated year mean values of the nitrogen fallout related to nitrogen

oxides. From the left. The contribution from the national sources; the contribution from

imports fromforeign sources; the totalfallout.

Swedish sources. The data on the imports and exports were added. Than the concentrations in

the air was calculated and the average deposition of "wet" and "dry" for one year. This way the

nitrogen oxides that have undergone further reactions to nitric acids will not be left out.

As seen in the figure above, a lot of the fallout over Sweden is imported from other countries.

That is, to reduce the acid rain significantly work within Sweden is not enough. A lot of

political discussions within Europe focus on this problem. Unfortunately, the geological

background of the Nordic countries differ remarkably from the rest of Europe in such a way

that the Nordic soils are much more sensitive to acid rain than other European countries. The

consequence of this is that the Nordic countries suffer more from the acid rain than the big

polluters do themselves. Despite this, the air pollution situation in the cities are caused, to a

very great extent, by the city traffic.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The GIS tools are very useful for environmental work, but it may sometimes be very difficult

to find good data. Even in a country like Sweden where there are many different kinds of GIS

data bases available, there is still a lot of important data missing. So with GIS we have a very

smart tool to make impressive looking presentations. The only obstacle is that a lot of our data

is still weak and to some extent unreliable. The conclusion is therefore that the old truth still

remain: No final result is any better than the input data.

The GIS software and the necessary hardware are usually reasonably cheap whereas the data

and the work to model missed data often turn out very expensive. It is therefore very

important to check the costs for data before investing in a GIS tool.
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